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From the Chair 
Tony Fisher 
2004 got off to a busy start. As Chair I gave the annual ITTE Seminar at 
BETT - it was a modest presentation about WebQuests, which regular 
readers of the Newsletter will know is an interest of mine. Then it was 
straight up to Cambridge for an ITTE Committee meeting, which preceded 
the Research Seminar. 

This was another excellent ITTE Research Seminar (our seventh) at the ever wonderful Møller 
Centre in Cambridge. It is not the cheapest venue, but in my view it is certainly one of the best - 
if you have not yet been, scrape together your pennies for the next one! A very big 'thank you' to 
Libby, our local organiser in Cambridge, and all the participants, for making the Research 
Seminar such a success. 
We (usually Graham and I) continue to meet regularly with the TTA, and we greatly appreciate 
the very open communication that we have, particularly with Tim Tarrant, Bob Nelson and their 
team. Sometimes other ITTE members are at the meetings too, in specific capacities, but please 
remember that when Graham and I attend these meetings, we do so as Chair and Vice Chair of 
ITTE. Hence, we are your representatives, so please ensure that, if there is an issue you wish us 
to raise, we are aware of it. 
At a recent meeting at the TTA, a presentation was given outlining the results of the Review 
Project, investigating the use of interactive whiteboards, and announcing the publication of a 
CD ROM for schools. We were able to point out that it would be good if the availability of the 
CD ROMs could be extended to HEIs, and Tim Tarrant has been able to arrange TTA funding 
for the additional copies. This is an example, albeit a small one, of how our relationship with 
the TTA can prove to be beneficial. 
Money has also been allocated to the ITT sector. There has been a measure of success in the 
campaign to extend the e-Learning Credits, allocated to schools for the purchase of Curriculum 
Online materials, to our sector. We need to demonstrate that, unlike some schools, we are keen 
to spend our allocation, if we are to argue convincingly for further such funding in the future. 
Grants have also been made to all institutions for the purchase of interactive whiteboards 
(whatever you may think about them), and in February the TTA invited bids for projects to 
develop 'e-learning communities in ITT', the results of which have since been notified to 
bidders. Whilst there are inevitably 'winners and losers' in a competitive bidding situation (and 
that is an issue), these projects represent a further £600,000 for the sector. We need more, for 
everyone, but it is a start. 
Some ITTE members, myself included, are working as evaluators of the new 'Enhancing 
Subject Teaching Using ICT' (ESTUICT) CPD programme for teachers. With our 'ITTE hats' 
on, we are in discussion with the TTA about the possibility of access to these materials for the 
ITT sector. 
We continue as part of the IT Network and at the time of writing this piece we await the next 
meeting of the Network, which will be the first since the merger of Naace, MAPE and CEG. In 
the meantime the Network continues with its contract to develop induction materials for new 
ITT lecturers in ICT. Several ITTE members are contributing to the work in an individual 
capacity, and ITTE is also represented on the project steering group. 
And, lastly, a reminder. It really helps the conference organiser if you can get your booking for 
the Summer Conference in early. It is no small job to organise the conference, and we can all 
help a little by reducing the anxiety over numbers that I know was felt before last year's 
excellent (and, ultimately, well-attended) conference. 

tony.fisher@nottingham.ac.uk 
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Editorial 
Libby Jared, Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge 

Yesterday the clocks sprung forward one hour - and Cambridge won the 150th boat race. I’ve 
been thinking about cause and effect recently and realise that there is (probably) no connection 
between the first sentence items. The editor’s cause is to create a newsletter. Asking for articles 
via the ITTE list does not always produce the effect. Another way of looking at this is to reverse 
the action, do not ask and all the articles will arrive. And so they did. 

Members of the community continue to share thoughts and practices. This issue has part 2 of 
Reg Eyre’s ideas for using ICT to enhance Art, Dilwyn Roberts-Young’s experiences on video-
conferencing in rural Wales and Lynne Jones’ interesting observation that if we do not take care 
ICT can take the blame for other failings. Several causes and effects in all these three articles. It 
is a pleasure to be able to include Richard Thomson’s article as another in a series of work 
undertaken by teacher trainees. Richard, from the University of Brighton is an Early Years ICT 
specialist and his ‘Reflections’ was written as he was finishing his four year course and looking 
forward to the NQT year. 

Elsewhere in the newsletter you will read about the post-Christmas flurry. Did Santa cause Neil 
Stanley to get his latest toy? You can read the effect in Get one 2. This year BETT coincided 
with ITTE’s research seminar. This causes Graham Jarvis to go to both and write about one as 
opposed to Neil who goes to one and writes twice! (Own working out on which is which 
please). The cause of whisking away four guests to a desert island towards the end of the 
seminar had the desirable effect – four amusing and informative accounts of special choices. 

After the flurry, back to work where ordinary life intervenes with an Ofsted inspection and 
exam papers to write. Brief interludes appear with a news update on TPE and a hello from 
Cathie Gibbens, our new link person with Becta. For the eagle eyed of you, there is no news 
from the bookshelf this term. I wonder what caused that? 

ecj20@cam.ac.uk 

Thought for the term 
The NRICH site can now provide the equivalent of one problem a day for every 

single day of a pupil's thirteen years at school (from the age of 5 to 18). 
Statistic gathered at the relaunch of the NRICH website (www.nrich.maths.org.uk) at the Royal Society 10th March 2004 

Keeping in Touch: Exploring the potential of videoconferencing to 
contact trainee teachers during periods of school experience 
Dilwyn Roberts-Young, University of Wales, Aberystwyth 

One of the great pleasures of working for the University of Wales Aberystwyth’s School of 
Education and Lifelong Learning is the opportunity to travel the length and breadth of Wales, as 
well as parts of Shropshire, to visit trainee teachers during their periods of school experience. 
Because I travel from mid Wales to partnership schools in the south of Powys, in 
Pembrokeshire or in the Telford area, journeys often take over two hours, and can be quite 
spectacular. During my adventures I’ve witnessed the Sea Empress oil tanker disaster off St 
Anne's Head in the Milford Haven estuary, I’ve been snowbound on the wastes of the 
Pumlumon range and I’ve enjoyed the warm welcome of schools working with the University. 

These school visits are generally undertaken to observe lessons taught by the trainee teachers, 
but some are pastoral in nature, aimed at resolving issues which benefit from face-to-face 
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discussion. In addition to actual, physical visits the School of Education and Lifelong Learning 
maintains contact with the partnership schools through paper-based correspondence, telephone 
conversations and e-mail exchanges. A recent project, funded by the Higher Education Funding 
Council for Wales, has allowed us to explore the potential of videoconferencing as a means of 
engaging trainee teachers, and school tutors/mentors, in remote dialogue with college tutors. 

The Welsh Video Network has videoconferencing studios in all of Wales’ further and higher 
education institutions and is seen by Jane Davidson, the Welsh Assembly Government’s 
Minister for Education & Lifelong Learning as ‘a prototype for 21st century communication 
within education.’ It was proposed that a link should be established between one of the studios 
at the University and the studios of Powys County Council located in the County Hall and in a 
town library. The project benefited from the support and encouragement of Geoff Constable, a 
support officer for the Welsh Video Network, whose enthusiasm and wealth of knowledge 
proved invaluable. It was Geoff who suggested that we also made use of stand-alone 
videophones which linked to a web camera unit placed on my desktop personal computer. A 
server-based solution was installed to traverse NAT gateways and firewalls. 

Most participants were experiencing videoconferencing for the very first time and 
acknowledged the importance of having immediate technical support at hand. Planning well 
ahead of the meeting was also seen as a crucial consideration with an agreed agenda in which 
participants were very clear about what they hoped to achieve from a session. Participants 
agreed on two meetings to be held in consecutive weeks at a latter stage of the school 
experience. 

Meeting 1: A discussion with the trainee teachers on the progress made during the period of 
school experience and based on the Career Entry Profile (CEP) document. 

Meeting 2: A discussion with the trainee teachers and the school-based tutor/mentor on the 
summative report completed by the school. The report considered the trainee’s curriculum 
knowledge, the planning, preparation and delivery of lessons along with management and 
organisational issues. 

The meetings proved to be most rewarding and benefited from the close relationship we already 
enjoy with the partnership schools. Jon Nichol and Kate Watson, discussing the potential of 
videoconferencing in the British Journal of Educational Technology, highlight the importance 
of previously established social and working relationship as a factor in developing ‘immediate 
engagement with the tutorial process’. Awareness of time (studios were booked for one hour 
sessions) ensured that the discussions were particularly focused. 

The one drawback was that the trainee teachers and school tutors/mentors had to travel to the 
studios, albeit a short distance. This led to some cost implications as far as travelling expenses 
were concerned but most markedly the need to arrange and finance supply teacher cover. Best-
laid plans can go very wrong and moments before one videoconference meeting a power-cut 
rendered the afternoon wasted at considerable financial cost. For this reason alone, exploring 
the potential of the videophones proved to be a most worthwhile exercise. 

Videophones were installed in two partnership schools by the University’s Information Services 
and were found to be most suitable for informal discussion where participants could use the 
facility on a ‘need to contact’ basis. Unfortunately, there were major shortcomings of sound and 
image quality with one of the videophones and this impacted on the usage of the facility. It must 
be stressed, however, that the participants at this school persevered with the technology and it 
was agreed that an extended project period could have allowed technical issues to be resolved. 

At another school where a videophone had been installed the sound and images proved to be 
very satisfactory although it was felt that the facility was unsuitable for long periods of 
conversation due to the size of the monitor and the deterioration of sound when using the 
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‘hands-free’ facility. Participants felt that the videophones offered excellent opportunities for 
contact between the two partnership schools to undertake pupil based projects and to allow the 
trainee teachers to reflect on their experiences and to discuss good practice. 

This project was an initial attempt to explore the potential of videoconferencing as a means of 
maintaining contact with trainee teachers during periods of school experience and facilitating 
remote tutorials. However, it also offered food for thought, on how videoconferencing can be 
used as an effective tool to strengthen the relationship between the University of Wales 
Aberystwyth’s School of Education and Lifelong Learning and the partnership schools of the 
Primary Postgraduate Certificate in Education course. 

Background reading: 
Kinnear, H., McWilliams, S., and Caul L., The use of interactive video in teaching teachers: an evaluation of a link 
with a primary school, British Journal of Educational Technology 33(1), 17-26 (2002) 

Knipe, D. and Lee, M., The quality of teaching and learning via videoconferencing. British Journal of Educational 
Technology 33(3), 301-311 (2002) 

Nichol, J. and Watson, K., Videotutoring, non-verbal communication and teacher training, British Journal of 
Educational Technology 31(2), 135-144 (2000) 

Related websites: 
University of Wales, Aberystwyth 

htpp://www.aber.ac.uk 

Welsh Video Network 

http://www.wvn.ac.uk 
dlr@aber.ac.uk 

ICT As Scapegoat 
Lynne Jones, University of Wales College Newport 

Although 4/98 (13/98 in Wales) has now passed into history some of its ideas still linger on. For 
example, running though Section A, Effective Teaching and Assessment Methods, is a concern 
with the notion that trainees should not allow ICT to mask attainment. By now we have become 
much more sophisticated about this, particularly when ICT is the only medium by which certain 
kinds of learning activity can be carried on (e.g. in creating multimedia products). Some aspects 
of attainment are intrinsic to the use of ICT. 

Of course, the masking of attainment can work in two directions: ICT can make a person appear 
to be much more knowledgeable that they really are but ICT can also disguise a deeper 
understanding by obscuring the methods by a which a particular outcome was achieved. Two 
graphs in Excel can look the same but each be based on considerably different underlying 
knowledge and techniques. 

In our work with BA undergraduates we continue to be struck by the way in which the use of 
ICT can expose weaknesses in basic literacy and numeracy knowledge even when all trainees 
have a GCSE Grade C in English or Mathematics (or equivalent). In this respect ICT can also 
act like a diagnostic tool. In our own work it often leads you to realise that certain kinds of 
knowledge that one took for granted may not be as fully understood as was thought. 

However, this more rational and reflective response is very rare. A much more frequent 
response, perhaps universal, is to blame the ICT itself for the ‘failing’. 

I have been forcefully reminded of this recently, having reached that part of our year one ICT 
familiarisation module where a spreadsheet is used in a ‘what if’ modelling scenario. The 
trainees are given a brief introduction (revision for some) on the structure, properties and 
functions of a spreadsheet using Excel. Most claim some familiarity with spreadsheets and only 
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a small minority are likely to be complete beginners (these are provided with a very simple 
worksheet to support its use). 

They are then provided with two model examples that are typical of a KS2 classroom activity 
and expected to apply the appropriate formulae to complete and activate the models. 

Model 1: a calculation of the energy values of a meal based on the components whose values in 
KJ/100g(ml) are supplied on the packaging, and information about the amounts that 
are eaten. 

Model 2: a tuckshop scenario where a profit calculation is required based on wholesale costs, 
markup value and units sold. 

At this point a significant proportion of the class (typically more than half) expect to be told 
what the formulae should be. When it is suggested that they should be able to apply the simple 
arithmetic necessary to work this out themselves, they declare that they cannot possibly do that 
and were never any good at ICT anyway. 

Something similar but less dramatic happens when some trainees submit essays with misplaced 
homophones (such as ‘there’ and ‘their’); they are adamant that they used the spell checker so 
how can it possibly be incorrect? 

The interesting point is that at no time do trainees question their deficiency in basic literacy 
skills or elementary mathematics (at least they very rarely do so). ICT is invariably identified as 
the underlying weakness or cause. Worse, this is seen to be acceptable. ICT will probably be 
avoided where possible in future to ensure that it does not fail them again. In other words, that 
they never have to face the numeracy/literacy challenge again. 

This may be an excusable coping strategy for many people but not for trainee teachers. If we do 
not encourage our trainees to recognise or appreciate that their difficulties with numeracy arise 
not from the spreadsheet itself but from the way in which the context exposes them to the need 
to think again about knowledge they assumed that they understood, then what hope does this 
offer for the children they go on to teach? 

lynne.jones@newport.ac.uk 

A reflective discussion on the issues raised in the development of 
the planning and assessment strategy 
Richard Thomson, University of Brighton 

Preface 
In the summer of 2003, Primary Education ICT specialists on the 4 year BA(QTS) programme were required to 
submit a final assignment on planning schemes of work that reflected their vision for the use of ICT in education. 
The assignment included a rationale which drew upon the literature in the field, visits to school to discuss issues 
with an ICT co-ordinator, an outline of medium term plans, examples of activities and a reflection on the process. 
Richard Thomson, an Early Years ICT specialist, presented this Reflection on the experience as a statement of his 
vision and concerns for the use of ICT as he progressed to his NQT year. 

Introduction 
Many of the issues and challenges of ICT provision in the primary classroom are problematic 
and contentious because of its relatively recent emergence in school curricula and its rapidly 
evolving scope and influence. To a large degree the views of ICT co-ordinators and specialists 
on how to provide worthwhile ICT teaching are reflections of their rationale for education 
generally. For my part, as a passionate advocate of a joined-up curriculum, in which categories 
of learning (English, maths, etc.) are covered within projects and themes (essentially the 
integrated day), I am as whole-heartedly opposed to the effective isolation of maths teaching in 
the Numeracy hour and English in the literacy hour (with music tagged on as an extra if you’re 
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lucky) as I am to distinct ICT teaching. However, there is currently little debate or room for 
manoeuvre in these well-entrenched pillars of the National Curriculum, whilst decisions about 
the teaching of ICT are still largely in the hands of practising teachers. 

My approach to planning and assessment of ICT comprises a visionary aspiration and a 
pragmatic compromise. The former, which I will briefly outline in the next section, is consistent 
with statutory requirements and is grounded in a philosophy of integrated teaching which is 
showing signs of re-emerging from its enforced sabbatical. The compromise is in response to 
the frequent lack of ICT confidence, expertise and ownership of colleagues and SMT 
compounded by the restrictions imposed by the strategies and other well-intentioned(?) 
initiatives. 

My following reflections are concerned with primary education. The challenges of secondary 
education are very different and more complex, though I hope and expect that much of the 
epistemology implicit in what follows will eventually be adopted there. However, I hold that the 
primary years are the most formative of anyone’s education and that it is here that children learn 
most about their metacognition, thinking skills and learning strategies. What happens 
subsequently should build on this but can’t devalue or marginalise its achievement. 

The vision 
My vision of effective, motivating and authentic ICT in schools sees: 

• ICT as a fully integrated feature of children’s education; 
• Topic and project based planning; 
• Continual portfolio-based assessment; 
• Fast, functional and minimally filtered Internet access; 
• Investment in classroom-deployed hardware, child friendly generic software, effective 

technical support, long-term upgrade programme and on-going staff training. 

I will not expand on the resources issues other than to say that I believe that web-based 
resources are the immediate future and their reliable delivery is of major importance. 

The NC PoS, as well as being a statutory requirement, lays out a practical breadth of coverage 
and attainment. Long-term projects culminating in tangible multimedia resources, records and 
digital art, would consummately meet the level of coverage required by it, whilst embedding it 
in the sort of authentic context which characterises meaningful learning. Such projects would be 
part of cross-curricula topics making them as much about history, English, music and dance as 
about ICT. They would be about process in which the planning, drafts, conceptual thinking 
(maps, notes) and constituent parts would complement observations and discussions to provide 
formative assessment opportunities and leave a trail for accountability and summative purposes. 

Supporting and informing colleagues would be a critical aspect of the co-ordinator’s role, 
ensuring that staff are abreast with new developments, confident and comfortable with the ICT 
strategy and most importantly feel ownership of the rationale behind it. 

Problematic Planning 
The submitted plans were pragmatic, in that they are compromised by the assumption of a 
standard curriculum map in which topic-based learning is still marginalised. In drawing them 
up, it became eerily apparent that there were very few starting points outside of the QCA and 
my own experience supports the view that in most schools ICT is working within its rather 
narrow confines. It seemed prudent to make the plans as approachable and ‘unscary’ as possible 
in the light of well documented anxiety about ICT teaching. I opted to use mini-topics themed 
across year groups to highlight progression and add coherence. These began with ‘Multimedia’, 
which being an especially broad and rich topic lasted the whole autumn term. Subsequent units 
were for a half term each: ‘Text for fun’ and ‘Finding out…’ in the spring; ‘Showing and using 
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data’ and ‘Making things happen’ in the summer. Each topic makes clear and progressive 
connections between the work planned at Y1 and Y2. For example ‘Multimedia’ in Y1 
comprises exploration and simple evaluation of multimodal resources (e.g. games, online 
activities) leading to the use of sound and picture in an interactive ‘Message Board’. (The 
children take pictures of each other and record ‘messages’ on the computers. These are then 
linked in a web page so that clicking on a child’s picture plays their message. They are then able 
to change the message according to its reception, their news, etc.) This is followed in Y2 by 
using paint and graphic editing software to create and edit images based on an unspecified 
theme (embedded in existing work e.g. Mondrian paintings) for inclusion in a class multimedia 
record (a slideshow of pictures annotated with sound and text) of their work. 

Alongside the resultant five themes I included the QCA units of best-fit to underline the 
coverage of the four ICT strands and the PoS for ICT. Evident in this themed approach was the 
ease with which they fulfilled the NC requirements. Plans which seek to utilise the maximum 
appropriate potential of the technology’s capabilities and are explicit about the need for 
reflective and critical appraisal by the children, can readily allay teacher’s anxieties about 
meeting requirements. The critical factor is whether teachers are confident and well enough 
equipped to effectively apply them. 

Presenting all the required detail satisfactorily in an holistic format proved rather testing. It was 
particularly important to show progression and the big picture. With only two year groups this 
was best achieved with each year heading columns in a landscape orientation. However for KS2 
planning this would not have been possible and evoking a sense of clarity and coherence would 
be far harder. The rhizomic structure of hypertexting could provide an effective solution but it 
may still be too alien a representation for regular utilisation as yet. Keeping the outline brief and 
descriptive enough without sounding impoverished also provided challenges. It seemed 
important to at least suggest a sense of richness wherever possible. The most likely solution to 
these problems is to work with those using them to adapt the format to suit the individual or 
collective practitioner’s needs. 

The plans were most compromised where authentic use is least obvious. In a fully integrated 
strategy, using charts, graphs, word processors and databases would be tackled when and where 
they were useful to a broader agenda. This is a rationale and pedagogy that is difficult to show 
in plans of this nature, without the clear focus that a large-scale topic engenders. 

The plans at medium term were not broken down into rigid lessons; rather they provide a 
sequence of activity in suggested sessions. This approach is indicative of the problem of 
disparate experience and capability which is often wider in ICT than other subject areas. The 
realities of restricted access to technology out of school and variable exposure in the classroom 
make for broad ranges of experience. Keeping activities open-ended and largely differentiated 
by outcome is reflected in the plans by the autonomy given to the teacher in setting pace and 
depth whilst providing enough structure to support less confident practitioners. 

The key ideas at medium level were the learning objectives for each mini-topic and are the 
criteria against which they will be assessed. They refer to the potential and capability of the 
technology and demand assessment that reflects the capabilities of the children and not a 
measurement of skills. Had the key ideas been included in the long-term planning, the already 
crowded format might have become restrictively cluttered, but the medium plans are preceded 
and followed by the previous and subsequent ideas to show progression. 

Assessment 
Assessment is arguably the single most problematic and contentious area of the ICT curriculum. 
In much the same way that assessing creativity encounters questions of tangibility and 
measurability, ICT capability is notoriously difficult to pin down. Imaginative solutions must be 
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sought to assess whether a child understands that the Internet is a rich resource of information 
or that the Internet is unedited and must be critically appraised. Strategies including 
observation, questioning and self-evaluation are standard parts of a teacher’s repertoire and they 
provide significant information about children’s understanding. However, where activity is part 
of a project it is the opportunity to build up a record of the process in a portfolio of some kind 
that provides rich assessment prospects, leaves a trail and enriches product with process. The 
resultant ownership by the children can further strengthen motivation and unshackle the 
experience from restrictive objectives. In KS1 the limits of conventional text-based recording 
could restrict this practice, but using floppy disks, network files and even emerging online 
solutions can allow more imaginative and media-rich answers. In my example medium plan, the 
children use floppies to store their digital work and to supplement an orthodox ‘project file’. 
Ultimately they will compare and contrast digital and traditional processes and products in both 
class and individual evaluation—which addresses capability issues head on—but before that 
sessions will finish with presentations and evaluation of their work helping to inform 
subsequent planning. 

Starting and keeping topic files of the sort that I still vividly remember compiling myself in 
primary school, fosters purpose, motivation, creativity and application. If we recognise the 
benefits they offer to teacher and child for these and assessment possibilities, then the additional 
richness that ICT’s multimedia portfolio solutions offer seem all the more appealing. 

Conclusions 
Teaching ICT is as much about conviction, philosophy and imagination as it is strategies and 
plans, but the process of compiling and presenting plans certainly brings into very sharp focus 
the complexity of its delivery. As an ICT specialist soon to begin my NQT year I relish the 
prospect of working with and supporting my colleagues to provide an exciting and relevant 
curriculum enriched by the enormous potential that ICT offers. 

 

Desert Island Disks … 
edited by Libby Jared, University of Cambridge 

(with due acknowledgement to Roy Plomley). 

Blind panic set in during November when a promised session for the research seminar had to be 
cancelled. Relaxing one evening, the mind drifted towards how to replace it. Solved in a trice. 
We would use the final plenary session to take a brief look into the future by maybe considering 
the past. Four ITTE members would be invited to the island and in just five minutes share with 
everyone their choice of: 

• one piece of research which they consider was seminal in the history of research within 
IT/ICT. 

• one piece of research, no expense spared, that they would like to undertake because it 
would become seminal for future ‘new’ researchers 

• one theoretical book which has been helpful in their own research 

As no e-mails could possibly arrive by the deckchair there will obviously be time to relax on 
this island away and so a choice of: 

• one piece of music to unwind with whilst reading the book which has accompanied them 
to this island. 

A final PS noted that “As we are in Education, sorry, but no luxury is allowed!” 

The four that were invited agreed to visit the island and came up trumps. I apologise for 
forgetting the deckchair although occasionally the guests were not so good at counting and were 
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quite adept at including more than one of anything! Having played the part so well I then asked 
them to do even more work and send me a text version to put into the newsletter. I am grateful 
for the time they have taken to do this and I hope you will enjoy reading what they have to say 
as much as I have. 

Professor Bridget Somekh, Manchester Metropolitan University 

A piece of seminal research 

For my piece of seminal research in the history of research within IT/ICT I chose the ESRC’s 
Programme, Information Technology in Education (ITE) directed by Bob Lewis. This was 
funded during 1985 – 88 (and later followed by the InTER programme which Bob also headed 
up). ITE made a huge impact on my thinking because it organised a series of seminars, to which 
Bob issued personal invitations to people across all social science disciplines who he knew were 
interested in IT. There I met people like Charles Crook, Joan Solomon, Neal Mercer, Peter 
Goodyear, Jim Ridgway, Mike Sharples and, of course, Margaret Cox. Bob’s seminars 
encompassed 24 hours including an overnight stay and were extremely open-ended. Usually by 
the end of Day One conversation in the bar included a lot of complaints about lack of structure, 
but in fact this was the key to their creativity. Ideas about IT in education that I shared in 
developing then, and the network of contacts I made, have remained important to my work 
every since. ITE also had ESRC funding to start JCAL which is still edited by Bob. 

A research project to undertake (no expense spared) 

For my one piece of research, no expense spared, that would become seminal for future ‘new’ 
researchers, I chose my current project Pedagogies with e-Learning Resources (PELRS) which I 
am working on with Matthew Pearson and Diane Mavers with funding from the GTC and a 
contribution of dedicated researcher time from UCLES. The starting point for PELRS is the 
observation that currently researchers are looking almost exclusively at ways in which ICT is 
being ‘fitted in’ to traditional pedagogies – because this is what is happening in schools. In 
PELRS we are working with teachers to answer the question, ‘Could we do things radically 
differently now we have the internet, internet-look-alike CD/DVD materials, digital imaging 
and video etc?’ and with pupils who are skilled ICT users at home to answer the question, ‘How 
could we make the experience of ICT in school more like what you are doing with ICT at 
home?’ PELRS is very ambitious and we could do much more with additional funding, so I 
wished for £1million (and then regretted that I hadn’t wished for twice that). 

A theoretical book 

For the theoretical book which has been helpful in my own research, I chose Jim Wertsch’s 
book Mind as Action (Wertsch, J. V.,1998. New York and Oxford, Oxford University Press). I 
was introduced to this book by Sally Tweddle in 1998 when she brought me into another ESRC 
seminar series, this time organised by Martin Hughes, Andrew Pollard and Harry Daniels, on 
Socio-Cultural Research Methods. Vygotskian theories of the mediation of human activity by 
tools have become increasingly important to me since then. Since human activity is mediated by 
tools and our skilled tool use gives us new capacities to achieve new objects and/or achieve old 
ones in new ways, it is clear that ICT – a set of tools which are very different to any that we 
have had before – should make it possible to fundamentally change education. How fascinating! 
What a challenge! 

The music 

For my one piece of music to unwind, I chose, New Math from the new re-release of Tom 
Lehrer’s songs on CD – because it deals very wittily with fads in education such as counting to 
base 8. New Math is great therapy for all who started out like me with 8-bit computers with 32k 
of memory. 
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Cast on a Desert Island: Dr David Benzie, College of St Mark and St John, Plymouth 
Most conferences are made up of paper sessions, panels, posters and workshops but Libby 
seems to have come up with a gem in “Desert Island Disks” for us IT junkies. As, I guess, 
happens with the “real thing”, it proved to be a licence to let the imagination roam in what 
appears to be a domain that is both bizarre and fanciful. That roaming led me back through a 
landscape of wonderful ideas and insights, each of which has played a part in shaping my 
current thoughts. These notes are just a glimpse of the places I revisited. 

A piece of seminal research 

There were several nominees for this award but in the end I’ve gone for relatively recent 
research on children’s home use of computers and related technologies. The insights into how 
children choose to play and learn in discretionary situations has highlighted some massive 
discontinuities with “school learning”. These discontinuities, it seems to me, present some 
absolutely fundamental challenges to schooling; if we fail to rise to that challenge the fracture 
between home and school that is experienced by so many children will continue to grow. 

Several authors have played a role in providing us with these insights, but it was Toni Downes 
and her research on young children at home that first made me aware of the issue. 

A research project to undertake (no expense spared) 

Superficially, this research does not look particularly distinctive for I’d like to work with a 
school that has access to plenty of technology and is keen to redevelop its curriculum. The big 
difference would be, however, that I’d want to ask all the questions along the way from a socio-
cultural theoretical perspective rather than from a perspective that sees learning as something 
that is primarily about individual cognition. So rather than asking “Is James making better 
progress with his maths?”, I’d want to ask “What are the roles that James is learning to play at 
home and at school?”, “What are the communities that James is becoming a member of?”; 
“How effectively does James integrate his membership of various communities?”. 

Anyone got some funding?! 

A theoretical book 

Again, there were many nominees here. Those who know me will know that the work of Lave 
& Wenger (independently, as well as together) has had a significant impact on my thinking. 
However, I’m not sure that their work would have had quite the same impact if I had not first 
read Bruner’s “Acts of Meaning”. It was that book that fundamentally shifted my perspective 
and led me to see education as primarily concerning processes of enculturation rather than 
issues of individual cognition. Thus, it paved the way to Lave & Wenger - and gets my vote. 

The music 

This just has to be something that captures the eternal optimism of our community - always 
ready to believe that the newest bit of technology really will lead to the profound changes that 
we’ve always insisted are just round the corner. So, imagine it’s 20 years down the line….. Dig 
out that old copy of Abba’s Waterloo and turn up the volume really load. As you listen, all you 
have to do is to make a couple of small substitutions to the words: “I” is the aspects of 
traditional education that we would want to change; for “Waterloo”, hear ICT. And enjoy 
dreaming! 
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Professor Margaret Cox, King’s College London 
Here are the choices and reasons: 

A piece of seminal research 

Research of the London Mental Models group, culminating in the publication of the book 
called: Learning with Artificial Worlds: Computer Based Modelling in the Curriculum. Editors: 
Mellar, H., Bliss, J., Boohan, R., Ogborn, J. and Tompsett, C. Falmer Press. 1994. 

The London Mental Models group was set up in the late 1980s to research into the effects of 
ICT on children's learning. The group, which was led by Professor Joan Bliss (psychologist 
from school of Education at King's College, London) and Professor Jon Ogborn (Physicist and 
Physics Educator), consisted of Computer Science researchers from Imperial College, Artificial 
Intelligence experts from Kingston Polytechnic (now university), psychologists and 
ICT/Education researchers from King's College London and the London Institute of Education. 
Projects completed by the group included the ESRC's Tools for Exploratory Learning, and a 
European project on IT representations. The work of the group lasted over 10 years and had a 
large influence on the field of ICT and learning through modelling. 

A research project to undertake (no expense spared) 

I would like to conduct a longitudinal study over a minimum of 6-years involving two strands. 

Strand 1 - to investigate the following: the effects of different representations of knowledge on 
pupils' learning through the use of modelling and other ICT environments in different 
curriculum subjects and topics at both primary and secondary level. This would require 
monitoring, testing and recording the interactions between learners and ICT environments, and 
the teaching and learning context to measure the effects of such representations on learners' 
cognition, metacognition and understanding. 

Strand 2 - would involve investigating the pedagogies and practices of the teachers in the above 
study, their beliefs and attitudes to determine the effects of their input into the learning process 
and the consequences for their long term pedagogies as a result of the impact of such 
representations on the learning of their pupils. 

A theoretical book 

It was difficult to choose because one book which has had an impact on my research in recent 
years is the book called: Attitudes, personality and behavior by Icek Ajzen, first published in 
1995, revised in 1998. This book is the most definitive book published on attitudes, motivation 
and theories relating to attitudes which are also relevant to the reasons why teachers do or do 
not use ICT. However, this is only a recent publication (since 1995) influencing my research 
which started much earlier in the field of ICT in Education in 1971. My final decision is 
therefore Heat and Thermodynamics by Mark Zemansky which was first published around 1958 
although a more recent version has been published in 1997, co-authored with Richard Dittman 
This textbook moves from classical thermodynamics to statistical mechanics, by way of clear 
explanations of significant laws and formulae. Experiments and applications are explained in 
detail and examples of calculations are presented shortly after the formulae are derived. This 
book was one of my main texts for my BSc in Experimental Physics (1961). Thermodynamics 
is difficult and requires understanding complex formulae (models) which represent much of the 
way the world works at the physics' level. It had a fundamental impact on my approach to 
reasoning, abstraction and relating factors, variables in different contexts. Although it may seem 
far removed from ICT in education, it provided me with the analytical approach which has 
helped me in understanding research papers, challenging claims about ICT and education and 
also understanding the procedures and rigour needed to model complex relationships. 
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The music 

One piece of music to unwind is: For he is an Englishman from H.M.S. Pinafore by Gilbert and 
Sullivan. I have to admit that I had forgotten to choose a piece of music before attending the 
conference so with Libby's kind assistance I chose this one for the following reasons. I am not a 
person who sits relaxing very often but am more interested in singing and dancing. If I were 
marooned on a desert island there are many other records I would like to take but this particular 
song would remind me of England, of Gilbert and Sullivan operas, in which I sing every year 
and all my friends of all races who live in England. Currently I am one of the female chorus (but 
not a 'little maid') in the Mikado. Most of the time I would be devising ways of being rescued or 
'getting off the island' or just surviving, but when feeling low and lonely this song would raise 
up my spirits and spur me on to greater endeavours and remind me of all my ITTE friends back 
home! 

Tony Fisher, University of Nottingham 
This proved to be quite a challenge to think about, but also fun. After much um-ing and ah-ing, 
I came up with the following: 

A piece of seminal research 

For my one piece of 'seminal research' I ducked the issue and chose the canon of work by Andy 
Hargreaves and Ivor Goodson, working and writing both separately and together, on the lives 
and work of teachers. Their work is grounded in a passionate commitment to education, and to 
the central importance of the teacher. And they both write about it well. They have helped me to 
raise questions and to attempt to understand why it is that teachers do what they do, including 
their welcoming of change, or resisting it. Recent books include Goodson, (2003) 'Professional 
Knowledge, Professional Lives: studies in education and change', and Hargreaves (2003), 
'Teaching in the Knowledge Society: education in the age of insecurity', both published by Open 
University Press. 

A research project to undertake (no expense spared) 

For my piece of research that I would ideally want to do, money no object and all that, I was just 
bewildered, because all I want to do right now is finish my own PhD. I'm creeping towards 
completion, and it's hard to see past that goal at the moment. The work draws on my 
experiences as an evaluator on various ICT projects and pilots, and takes a socio-cultural 
perspective, based on the experiences of the teachers involved; the working title is 'the intended 
and unintended effects of teachers' participation in national ICT initiatives'. So just getting that 
finished will do for the moment! 

A theoretical book 

For my book, I was greedy, and asked for a whopping great trilogy: Manuel Castells' mighty 
work 'The Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture’. I believe it to be a landmark, 
because of its synoptic overview of the world at a point of profound change - change as far-
reaching and irreversible in its impact as the Industrial Revolution. I've never found the time to 
read all of it properly (ie cover to cover), hopping around instead like a skittish jackdaw. My 
time on the island would finally allow me the opportunity to do it justice. (For two critical 
review essays, go to http://www.thechronicle.demon.co.uk/archive/castells.htm and 
http://www.antenna.nl/~waterman/castells.html) 

The music 

My one piece of music. This was really unfair! Music matters a lot to me, and I both listen to 
and play as much as I can. If Sue Lawley asked me to choose eight that would be tough indeed, 
so how to choose just one? Then I looked again at Libby's guidance, which was that the one 
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piece of music was to be played whilst the chosen book was being read. I've already indicated 
that the Castells trilogy would be a mammoth read, so the music had to be both long itself and 
not too much of a distraction. That called for a rather special choice (something indeed that 
wouldn't be on my eight for Sue Lawley), so I have gone for Music in Twelve Parts by Philip 
Glass. It's a long and subtly shifting piece, like a slowly-moving kaleidoscope of sound. (See 
also http://www.glasspages.org/twelve96.html) 

“There’s more to this, Tony Hart , when using ICT to enhance Art! 
(part 2)” 
Reg Eyre, University College Northampton 

In the last issue Reg Eyre wrote about his experiences in justifying ICT in Art and gave some suggestions of artists 
who might be used to help pupils develop higher order skills. Having listed several and the contribution each 
could make, the final words were “so how do we do it?”. Here, in part two, is Reg’s “how”. 

So how do we do it? 

Since we are going to be asked for the techniques involved, this next section, though not 
intended to be a recipe for instant artistic success, is intended to concentrate on the lower level 
mechanistic skills. This should allow us to help pupils move on to the higher level thinking 

skills about why they are doing what they are doing. 

Mondrian 
Pre-work: 

• How many of his grids use symmetry? 
• How does he lay out his grids, e.g. large 

areas/small areas/strips? 
• How many primary colours does he use? 
• How many times does he use the same 

primary colour more than once? 
• Does he use landscape as well as portrait, (or 

square canvases)? 

Work: 
• Copy a grid 
• Select a large area and fill it with a strong primary colour. 
• Try to use a small area filled with another primary colour to “balance” against the large 

area. 
• Will you need another small area of another colour to achieve “balance”? 
• Are you happy that your picture has “balance”? 
• If not, change the small area(s) until you feel that you have “balance”. 

Things to think about: 
• Does colour have “weight”? If so, we are aiming to balance a large light area with a 

heavy dark area. 
• Do the grid lines all have the same thickness? 
• How thick should the grid lines be? Alter one of your images and consider the effect(s). 
• What would happen if you had used an isometric grid? Or a polar grid? 
• What happens if you use “weak” blended colours? 
• Try changing the colours of the grid lines. 
• What happens if the background is not white? 
• At what point in the above have we deviated from Mondrian’s ideas? Do you think he 

would have approved? Explain your reasons. 

 

A Reg copy of “Composition with Blue and Yellow”. 
Original by Mondrian 
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Rothko 
Pre-work: 

• Does Rothko have preferred colours? 
• Does he prefer landscape or portrait canvases? 

Why might this be? 
• How large are his “works”? Does this have 

implications for us emulating his work? 
• How does Rothko prefer to have his work 

presented? 

Work: 
• Use the rectangle tool to make a large rectangle in the middle of the work area (screen). 
• Use the palette tool to select and fill the background. 
• Move only one position away from the background colour to select the colour for the 

colour of the rectangle. If you have a colour lightner, then alter the first colour by only 
one notch. 

• Use the water tool to smudge the perimeter of the rectangle. 
• Note that Rothko sometimes uses more than one rectangle but these are usually parallel. 

He also sometimes uses the rectangle colour as a border. 
• Things to think about: 
• Rothko wanted the rectangles to “float” above the background. Does darker “float” on 

lighter or the other way around? 
• Does it matter which way round the rectangles are arranged? i.e. horizontally or 

vertically? 
• What happens if the rectangles are at an angle to each other? 
• What is the effect of using parallelograms? 
• Does the use of triangles, circles or other shapes change the “work”/mood significantly? 
• Is the closeness of the colours significant? What if we were to use more than one notch 

difference in colour? 
• You may need to use a data projector in a darkened room to see if your images can affect 

the viewer’s mood. 

Riley 
Pre-work: 

• Note her use of colours. How would you 
describe them? 

• Is there a pattern to the way she uses shapes? 
• Where she has used an isometric grid, are 

there interesting shapes that you would like to 
use? 

• Is the isometric grid regular? 

Work: 
• Use the line tool with a colour very little different (but visible on screen) to the 

background. Try to keep the line to 1pt or 0.5pt. 
• Create vertical lines across the page/screen. 
• Where each vertical line meets the top of the screen, draw parallel lines across the 

screen. Aim for about 30 degrees to the horizontal. 
• Remember to save this blank screen! 
• Use a selection of bright colours to fill in the parallelograms. Try to create some of the 

shapes you will have seen Riley use. 

 
A Reg copy of “Red on Maroon”. Original by Rothko 

 
A Reg development of Bridget Rileys work 
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• Fill every cell. 

Things to think about: 
• Remember that you can always edit previously chosen colours. 
• What happens if you create larger, (or smaller), same colour shapes? Does the position 

of these on the screen make a difference? 
• Try different angles to the horizontal for your grid, say 45 or 60 degrees to the 

horizontal. Do you have a preferred angle? Explain why? Is it one that Riley uses? 
• Sadly, the grid lines remain in your finished work which is the price to pay for using a 

computer. However, what happens if you use different colours for the grid lines? 
• What happens when you use a rectangular grid? 
• What happens if you use a polar grid? 
• Try the effects of keeping to tones of one colour only. Do you think Riley would 

approve? Explain your thinking. 
 

reg.eyre@northampton.ac.uk 

 The Research Seminar – 9th - 10th January 2004 
Graham Jarvis, Trinity & All Saints College - with a little help from his friends 

The ITTE research seminar was once again held in the splendid surroundings of the Møller 
Conference Centre at Cambridge and, as usual, was excellently organised and hosted by Libby 
Jared.  

Coming so soon after the Christmas break and the BETT exhibition it is an oasis in the usual 
hectic schedule of ITTE members looking for a work/life balance. The research seminar always 
seems to mix work and pleasure in a very positive environment.  

The programme was varied and stimulating and was supported by a good quantity of caffeine 
during the day with high quality cuisine and wine to sustain any flagging spirits. 

The seminar is one way in which ITTE can offer support to that all important group of research 
students. It was encouraging to see three such people attending as a result of the bursary offered.  

This year the programme included three invited speakers and timing was of the essence as you 
will see below. There were two keynote sessions given by Dr Michael Harris from Becta’s 
Evidence and Research team and Professor David Wood from the University of Nottingham, 
and an aptly named research talk by Patrick Carmichael of the Teaching Research and Learning 
Programme based at the Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge. As is usually the case, 
all these sessions raised important issues. They also stimulated discussion (and some 
arguments) in those most important sessions: ‘the tea breaks’ and other ‘informal discussion’ 
sessions. 

The conference organiser breathed a sigh of relief when Michael, as the opening keynote 
speaker, turned up with five minutes to spare – the flight from Canada was on time, it was just 
the trains that were running (very) late! The title of Michael’s talk and the abstract both 
indicated that this session might be both thought provoking and controversial. Speaking to his 
paper ‘ICT research in transition: from impact to integration’ Michael, in considering the 
background of past and current policies posed some challenging questions as to the future 
direction ICT research should take.  

Patrick arrived to present the research talk with apologies, five minutes late due a bicycle 
puncture (if only there were hills in Cambridge) as he hurtled across town from the conference 
organiser’s own faculty! Flagging down a passing cyclist to borrow a bicycle pump, he arrived, 
as he said, red faced for two reasons. Patrick shared with us how the TRLP were establishing 
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and working with an interactive web site involving a positively huge community of schools, 
pupils …. The sheer size and ‘openness’ of this project is quite mind-boggling and as a 
consequence initiated debate on ethical issues. The debate was going well when time ran out. 

The third invited speaker caused the organiser no anxiety over punctuality as David had been 
able to arrive the evening before giving himself a fourteen hours start on his presentation. I had 
heard of David’s reputation and by listening to his talk, now I knew why. David gave an 
excellent and stimulating presentation talking about his work with a number of European 
schools, educationalists and policy makers. He ‘subtitled’ his talk as ‘Hindsight, Insight and 
Foresight on ICT and Schooling’ and shared his wealth of knowledge, experience and expertise 
within this field. It was a riveting hour and we could have listened all morning, but with a tight 
programme things just have to move on.  

As the flyer for the seminar stresses: ‘the seminars provide opportunities for lively debate and 
interaction with colleagues working in similar areas, these working weekends are a welcome 
interlude when thoughts and ideas are discussed in a supportive manner and in a peaceful 
atmosphere.’ An important aspect of this is the contribution made from the research in progress 
paper sessions. This time round, there were just two parallel papers per slot which worked out 
very well indeed. Every presenter had a fair share of the audience to present to and the audience 
missed only one in making that difficult choice of where to go when really they would like to 
have split bodies and go to everything. It is interesting to note that 50% of the papers had on-
line, either implicitly or explicitly in the title and of course these made a strand in themselves. 
(Mike Richardson from Liverpool Hope wins the prize for the snappiest title ‘From Seaport to 
ePort’ - but then we don’t all have the seaport to use!). Every presentation was well received 
and contributed to that promise of lively debate and interaction with colleagues. Thanks must go 
to all presenters for sharing their work, thoughts, and practices. It is through these sessions and 
through someone researching their own practice, that we can get to hear about new ideas which 
we in turn might adapt and use with our own groups.  

Friday was completed by a ‘lively’ debate in which Peter Twining and Margaret Cox argued 
their case for ‘IT as a subject in its own right’ whilst Dave Longman and yours truly argued that 
the ‘IT/ICT distinction’ was artificial, unnecessary and confusing. Steve Kennewell tried 
manfully to keep order and even asked for a vote at the end - but who won? Perhaps a 
discussion point for the ITTE list? 

The seminar was concluded with a session of Desert Island Disks. Unfortunately I had to leave 
and missed this session but I’ve been told all about it and you may have read all about it by 
now! 

The research seminar was an opportunity to meet with colleagues, be stimulated by the 
speakers, share ideas, enjoy excellent food and a drink (or two), and re-charge batteries. 

A resounding success in every way. 
g_jarvis@TASC.AC.UK 
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Thanks to CEG for permission to include Neil's BETT review which first appeared in Computer Education 106 

BETT04 – a personal view 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 
Bob Geldof was there, and at least one clown, and Centerprise had their cartoonist, and Becta 
had a big free Internet Café (well no coffee but nice pens) and I believe it was the biggest BETT 
ever. 

I hadn’t visited BETT for about 3 years 
and was expecting changes. When I last 
visited I think it was the first year in the 
Grand Hall at Olympia (I still remember 
the low ceilings and narrow gangways of 
the Barbican) and it was just about full 
with a slight overspill on the first floor of 
the National Hall for the Special Need 
Village. This year it was pretty much full with the whole of the National Hall in use too. Plus 
the Special Needs people had mostly decamped to a nearby hotel. This meant that some serious 
map following was needed (maybe we’ll get GPS navigation units in the future). 

I tend to try to get my bearings at first and just wander around looking for the ‘honey-pot’ 
stands and asking any friends I bump into what they have come across. On the Wednesday pm 
the only stand I had to fight to get past was 2simple (www.2simple.com) - their range of 
primary school software was causing quite a buzz. 

Although it wasn’t causing a stir the Visual Thesaurus being shown on the TAG stand caught 
my eye. Rather than a plain list of words (cf Roget) it showed the words on screen linked by 
lines of varying colours (noun, adjective, etc) and if you hovered over a word you got the 
definition. Of course clicking on a word re-centred the thesaurus about that word. 30-day trials 
are available. 

Another exciting item was hidden on the think2gether stand. The ultimate in security for laptops 
or a real possibility for cardless pupil self-registration, they were showing a thumbprint 
recognition system that they have implemented on their attendance monitoring system. This 
would really help ensure that online tests were being taken by the right student (just sprinkle a 
few random requests for thumbprints into the process). Although £30 or so now they were 
hoping to get it down to nearer £10. 

Talking of security, Reflex Systems (www.reflex.co.uk) told me of a low-cost trembler type 
device that could be attached to a data projector and that would give an ear-piercing alarm 
should anyone attempt to liberate it. I’m certainly going to have to follow that one up. 

A final item that received recommendations from colleagues was MediaStage from Immersive 
Education and Heinemann. This takes Kar2ouche into the 3D world and enables the complete 
staging of dramas – but I suspect that is only the start of how it might be used. 

As for the rest – lots of hardware, lots of whiteboards, several product launches including the 
new ICT CPD for teachers (post NOF) but nothing that excited me as much as the things I’ve 
covered. I never did find out what Bob Geldof was up to. 

http://www.2simple.com/
http://www.reflex.co.uk/
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Becta update 
Cathie Gibbens 

Hello! 

As you may be aware, Julie Wilson has since 
departed Becta for the high life at 3T and I’ve now 
attempted to fill her Jimmy Choos (she loved to 
shop) as the Becta representative. A brief life-history 
so far… 

I taught for seven years at primary schools in the 
North-East and the Midlands, where I was 
responsible for ICT and gained an MA in ICT 
Education. I’ve been at Becta since 2002, where I am 
responsible for the Naacemark for Schools (quality 
assurance mark), the Matrix, an online self-
evaluation and action planning tool for schools, and 
more recently, ITTE. 

When questioned about ITTE, Julie would smile 
and, with genuine fondness, state what a lovely 
bunch they all were, how she really enjoyed working 
with them and could I cope with less than 3 hours of 
sleep? 

Well, the first two are definitely true. I had the 
chance to visit Tony and Graham at their respective 
institutions and had a really great, and very 
informative time. I’m now preparing myself for the 
all-night sessions at the conference in July… 

Broken and lost links? 

The urls of some of Becta’s research publications got 
changed during the re-launch of the website last year 
– this wasn’t expected and may have annoyed you, 
for which apologies are made. However, if you have 
cited these to others using the old link, you can ask 
us to create an alias to lead to the intended place. 
Also, it’s clear that some publications are no longer 
on the website which you may have been using – if 
there is something, get in touch and it may be 
possible to resurrect it: dave.parsons@becta.org.uk 

 ‘What the Research Says’ 

Becta’s What the Research Says is a series of 
briefing papers aimed at teachers, ICT co-ordinators 
and school managers which seek to summarise recent 
research evidence about specific approaches to 
teaching with ICT, or about specific technologies 
and their use in schools. 

There are now 19 titles in the series, and topics 
covered include using interactive whiteboards, ICT 
and motivation, barriers to the use of ICT, ICT 
supporting SEN and inclusion, and ICT in initial 
teacher training. Further titles are planned 
throughout the coming year. 

We feel 
that 
these briefing papers would be of great benefit to 
student teachers wishing to know more about the use 
of ICT in teaching as part of their studies. We would 
be pleased to provide, free of charge, copies of some 
or all of the titles in the series to teacher training 
institutions for stocking in their student libraries. 

To order hard copies of these publications please 
visit  
http://www.becta.org.uk/corporate/publications/inde
x.cfm, or contact andrew.jones@becta.org.uk. 
For a full list of titles and to download PDF copies 
of the reports visit  
http://www.becta.org.uk/research/research.cfm?secti
on=1&id=546 

Using Digital Video Assets Across the Curriculum 

This free CD-ROM provides easy-to-follow advice 
and guidance on using digital video assets to support 
learning and teaching across the primary and 
secondary phases. 

Aspects covered included: 

• how to find and create assets 
• organising and planning activities 
• lesson preparation 
• group work 
• managing pupils' work 
• resource management 
• supervision 
• training and support 
• management and administration. 

In addition, there are user-friendly tips and 
techniques, in-depth case studies which exemplify 
the use of Digital Video in the classroom, practical 
lesson plans mapped to the National Curriculum, the 
latest findings of Becta's research and FAQs. A copy 
can be ordered from 
http://www.becta.org.uk/corporate/publications/inde
x.cfm. 

Effective Use of ICT in Subject Teaching 
(Primary) 

There is growing demand for practical examples of 
how to use ICT across the curriculum and all the 
activities on this CD-ROM are based on the 
experiences of real teachers. 

Each activity is graded to ensure that it links in a real 
way with the skills and techniques that learners have 
been taught in ICT lessons. They illustrate how ICT 
can be used to introduce the lesson, as part of the 
main teaching activity, or in the plenary. 

mailto:dave.parsons@becta.org.uk
http://www.becta.org.uk/corporate/publications/index.cfm
http://www.becta.org.uk/corporate/publications/index.cfm
mailto:andrew.jones@becta.org.uk
http://www.becta.org.uk/research/research.cfm?section=1&id=546
http://www.becta.org.uk/research/research.cfm?section=1&id=546
http://www.becta.org.uk/corporate/publications/index.cfm
http://www.becta.org.uk/corporate/publications/index.cfm
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Expert practitioners offer suggestions on how 
learners might practise, develop and extend their ICT 
capability by applying and developing it in the 
context of other subjects. 

They give practical classroom ideas and point to 
supporting resources that will help teachers build and 
develop their own approach to using ICT. 

There are also invaluable hints and tips, question and 
answer section, and video case studies featuring 
Becta award-winners talking about how they use ICT 
in the classroom. 

The CD-ROM is available from 
http://www.becta.org.uk/corporate/publications/inde
x.cfm 

Online forum 

Becta are piloting an online forum for student 
teachers until the summer term. 

The purpose would be to examine 

• how online communication between trainees between 
different institutions can encouraged and supported 

• how effective different models of communication are 
for the target group (email vs. web-based, etc, chat vs 
discursive etc.) 

• are there specific ways in which an online community 
can support trainee teachers' understanding of using 
ICT in the classroom (types of resources that are 
referred to often - advisory, 'ready to use' etc.) 

If successful, then it will be available to all students 
from the autumn term. We’ll let you know in the next 
newsletter. 

Best Wishes, 

Cathie 

 

cathie.gibbens@becta.org.uk 

Technology, Pedagogy and Education: Journal Update 
Avril Loveless, University of Brighton 

As always, Sarah Allsopp has provided excellent Editorial Assistance in managing the 
complexities of the review process, copy editing, proof reading and keeping me on my toes 
with good humour. Volume 12 (3) 2003, was completed last autumn and the first issue of 
Volume 13 (1) completed in December. Sadly, a member of our publisher’s team died in the 
autumn, and although there has been a slight delay in final publication, Roger Osborn-King has 
prioritised 12 (3) which should be appearing in the next few weeks, and the proofs of 13 (1) are 
on their way to Sarah as I write. We greatly appreciate the support that Roger has given us in 
catching up last year. 

13 (2) will be the Special on research issues in our field, edited by Jean Underwood. 13 (3) will 
be a themed issue, edited by Keri Facer and myself focusing on ‘out of school’ issues. Both 
these issues are currently in preparation. The Special for Volume 14 2005 will focus on 
‘Creativity’ and will be edited by Patrick Dillon. This issue is also in preparation at the 
moment. 

We have a healthy turnaround of general papers at the moment. There have been several strong 
papers submitted which have been accepted with minor revisions. There are also several papers 
which have potential, but need more substantial revisions and we have provided detailed 
feedback and offered support in that process. We have also rejected a number of papers which 
are either inappropriate for the scope of the journal, or would need a disproportionate amount 
of support in bringing them up to an acceptable standard for publication. At the moment, Sarah 
and I calculate that we eventually accept less than 50% of submissions. (Surprisingly this is not 
an easy figure to calculate, as not all authors submit revisions quickly). 

Although we have had a recent exchange of communications with an author complaining that 
we took too long to give feedback, Sarah and I have been encouraged to receive several replies 
from authors thanking us for the attention and detail we give to feedback and taking their work 
seriously. I really do appreciate the quality of the work that the Board and reviewing team do to 
promote this policy to support authors for publication. 

http://www.becta.org.uk/corporate/publications/index.cfm
http://www.becta.org.uk/corporate/publications/index.cfm
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At the Editorial Board meeting last July we agreed to offer a ‘pre-review’ stage to novice 
authors. We have had two submissions from postgraduate students that were read, by myself 
and a member of the Board, before making suggestions for developing the paper for formal 
review. This was greatly appreciated and we will monitor how successful this strategy is in 
bringing new authors through to publication. I will, however, be urging ITTE members to offer 
this type of support to their students and colleagues before they submit work, as we do still 
receive some articles which would have benefited from basic peer review before submission! 
Perhaps we should include a book review of that Christmas stocking-filler, ‘Eats Shoots and 
Leaves’ in the next issue……. 

I am still finding the role of Editor of the journal very challenging and I have certainly learned a 
lot in the last two years, often by making mistakes! There are times when it seems tough and 
we wonder where such work fits into the wider scheme of our activities. But there are three 
aspects of the role that I find very rewarding: fashioning an issue from the initial feedback to 
final publication is a satisfying process for all the people involved; engaging in the dialogue 
with authors to develop their writing to communicate their research and theoretical ideas 
demands critical reflection; and publishing a journal that makes some contribution to the 
debates in these times is an important part of our work as teacher educators. I recently used a 
set of papers from the journal with some undergraduate students in an activity to develop their 
critical engagement with evidence in research and reports. One of them commented, ‘Crumbs, 
we didn’t really realise that there was so much work going on – it’s complicated, isn’t it?’ 

I do appreciate the support and advice of the Editorial Board, Reviewers and ITTE members, 
and would encourage you to continue to promote the Journal in your institutions and on your 
visits to conferences around the world. Please continue to write, invite and mentor articles 
which will develop the scope of the Journal in the next few years. We are always pleased to 
welcome new reviewers to the team, so do contact me if you would like to participate in this 
way. 

aml@brighton.ac.uk 

Get one 2 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

In case you were worrying, the Axim is still 
going strong. I’ve bought it some new toys 
– a bigger battery (although I can do 
London and back on the train with it as my 
MP3 player on the ordinary battery – about 
6 hours) and a dual usb/charger lead (that 
also lets me charge it in the car). I’ve also 
discovered that a dedicated usb card 
reader/writer is faster than using 
ActiveSync and the docking station. 

However the real new toy is much more 
impressive. Axim has a new friend Margi. 
Margi Presenter-to-Go fits in the Compact 

Flash slot and lets you directly link to a data 
projector. This means you can show your 
Pocket PC screen to the whole class. In 
addition a software plug-in on the PC lets 
you author any output to a presentation for 
the Axim. For example you take your 
PowerPoint slideshow; do the conversion, 
which then writes it to the Axim and then 
you can view the show on the handheld or 
via a data-projector. Some features are not 
supported (I couldn’t get embedded 
Quicktime to move across). 
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It even comes with a remote control pad. 

I used it for real with a Maths group I was 
working with. I’m currently using the BBC 
Radio 4 Five Numbers and Another 5 
Numbers broadcasts as starters so this ran 
(from MP3) on the Axim to an amplified 
speaker with no problem. I then moved onto 

the presentation. For some reason I had a 
double image – simple, I had the Margi 
Mirror screen show application running at 
the same time as the presenter one so I got 
that sorted out quickly, after which we had 
no problems. 

Have I used it since? Well no … There’s a 
networked PC in the teaching room and that 
can access the e-whiteboard so it’s not 
necessary. The software is useful though to 
review a presentation prior to an event (on 
the train, …). It would also be useful if 
weight was a problem and you couldn’t 
carry your laptop, but then you need a data 
projector and they come with computers 
normally. When data projectors shrink in 
size even further it will be better, but then 
I’ll have to acquire one of those too. I’d 
definitely have to have one. 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

 

Web Wanderings 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

I’ll start with the advert. I’m doing projects 
with the BCS Schools Expert Panel and a 
link to the most recent resources we’ve 
been involved in is: 
www.lgfl.net/lgfl/leas/lewisham/communities/ICT/re
sources/Secondary/KS3/KS3.db_psc 

These are learning diaries for the KS3 ICT 
Strategy but might give you ideas for other 
subjects and contexts too. 

Carrying on with a learning support strand: 
www.clt.cornell.edu/campus/learn/SSWorkshops/SK
Resources.html 

www.salt.cheshire.gov.uk/mfl/mflf.htm 

and 

www.creativelearningcentre.com/resources.asp?page
=articles&sub=learningstylesarticles 

all offer support resources on learning and 
study skills. The Cornell method of note 
taking looks interesting (about half-way 
down the first link’s page). 

A former trainee emailed me in great 
excitement “I’ve just been on an INSET 

course and I’ve found out the method you 
used to teach us – Socratic questioning!”. A 
quick search found: 
www-ed.fnal.gov/trc/tutorial/taxonomy.html, 
serc.carleton.edu/introgeo/socratic/ 

okra.deltastate.edu/~bhayes/socratic.html, 

and, 

www.i-
learnt.com/Thinking_Socratic_Questioning.html. 

This all fits in with the KS3 strategy 
materials on questioning too. 
www.apostrophe.fsnet.co.uk/ 

feeds my desire for correct punctuation in 
my students. 

Now for playtime. You can construct Lego 
‘mini-me’s at 
www.reasonablyclever.com/mini/solo2.htm 

(takes a while to load but worth it). 
www.ldraw.org/ 

http://www.lgfl.net/lgfl/leas/lewisham/communities/ICT/resources/Secondary/KS3/KS3.db_psc
http://www.lgfl.net/lgfl/leas/lewisham/communities/ICT/resources/Secondary/KS3/KS3.db_psc
http://www.clt.cornell.edu/campus/learn/SSWorkshops/SKResources.html
http://www.clt.cornell.edu/campus/learn/SSWorkshops/SKResources.html
http://www.salt.cheshire.gov.uk/mfl/mflf.htm
http://www.creativelearningcentre.com/resources.asp?page=articles&sub=learningstylesarticles
http://www.creativelearningcentre.com/resources.asp?page=articles&sub=learningstylesarticles
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/trc/tutorial/taxonomy.html
http://serc.carleton.edu/introgeo/socratic/
http://okra.deltastate.edu/~bhayes/socratic.html
http://www.i-learnt.com/Thinking_Socratic_Questioning.html
http://www.i-learnt.com/Thinking_Socratic_Questioning.html
http://www.apostrophe.fsnet.co.uk/
http://www.reasonablyclever.com/mini/solo2.htm
http://www.ldraw.org/
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gives you access to toolkits for designing 
Lego models that you can then build. More 
artistic is 
www.mrpicassohead.com/index.html 

- this could be used for a real art project I’m 
sure. For some finished art in a Japanese 
style see: 
www.kozyndan.com/ 

If it’s photos of your locality you are after 
then: 
www.imagesofengland.org.uk/home.asp 

has an extensive collection. 

For the next few Christmases, birthdays and 
examination results my son has been given 
a laptop (a side effect is that I can get back 
on the family PC again!). We needed all-
risks insurance and 
www.insureandgo.com/computer-insurance.html 

did a good price although we haven’t 
claimed and I hope we don’t have to. 

Finally, the bit of software that caught my 
eye at BETT has its own web presence: 
www.visualthesaurus.com/online/index.html 

The Visual Thesaurus is great fun. 

 
n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

Endpiece 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

Discuss 
Whilst marking student written work I wondered if I might be able to provide them with a 
visual that would help them think about the issues in a more coherent manner. 

 
n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

 

http://www.mrpicassohead.com/index.html
http://www.kozyndan.com/
http://www.imagesofengland.org.uk/home.asp
http://www.insureandgo.com/computer-insurance.html
http://www.visualthesaurus.com/online/index.html
mailto:n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk
mailto:n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk
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